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EC View is a modern editing station and decision management system
for the diagnosis of Rest ECG, Exercise ECG and Long ECG. It is used for
viewing/editing examinations that are stored on a central storage system.
EC View can be used by multiple license users simultaneously and the
same ECG examination can be viewed at several PCs.

BENEFITS WITH EC VIEW

OVERVIEW

EASY TO USE

TIME MANAGEMENT

TEMPLATES

FULL DISCLOSURE

OVERVIEW
Using combined search and sorting, the operator can easily find the examination results that are relevant. Once an examination is
opened the ECG is presented in different tabs, providing an overview of the ECG. Buttons for save, print and back to search are
visible in all tabs. The different tabs are:

TABS
Diagnosis
Beats
Leads
Serial report
Trend
Report
Summary
Rhythm
Arythmia/Event
Complex
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ECG

Rest ECG

Exercise ECG

Long ECG

EASY TO USE

TIME MANAGEMENT

EC View uses authorization based on active directory with
single-sign-on, resulting in fast and secure access for the

The longer examinations, Exercise ECG and Long ECG, have

operator. The recognition factor for the operator is high since
the presentation of ECG is identical regardless of the source,
streamlining the assessments. EC View holds bidirectional

a time reference marker. It is a useful tool for searching and
reviewing events on the different pages and tabs. The time
reference is synchronized for the same time on all trends:
by setting the time reference in one location in the ECG it is

communication for retrieval of ECG examinations from EC
Store. The simplified workflow decreases examination time
and prevents manual entry mistakes.

possible to review other parameters, complexes and leads

TEMPLATES

FULL DISCLOSURE

By using report templates defined by the user, the workflow
efficiency for the operator increases. Report templates

Complete records of the examinations can be viewed in high
quality so that no information is lost. Patient information,

can be predefined in Settings or set temporarily by the
operator using a pop-up menu. It is for example possible
to preconfigure test as templates to make it easier to enter

reports, critical values, notes etc. are stored along with the
examination, providing full disclosure.

commonly used text in comment boxes.

for the same interval of time. Events can be marked and are
presented in the report.

Cardiolex Medical AB develops and markets easy to use systems for ECG.
Our ECG management system and various ECG systems exist on 2/3 of Swedish hospitals, which means that
the system has over 10 000 users in Sweden. We offer the complete solution within ECG, from the systems
receiving the ECG signal from the patient to the ECG management systems, storing and managing generated
data. Our products work for a wide range of users, from University hospitals to small clinics. Our focus is on
creating ECG solutions that are user-friendly, reliable and secure.
Read more about our products on www.cardiolex.com.
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